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If you want to discover the captivating history of the Salem Witch Hunt, then keep

reading...Free History BONUS Inside!Decades after witch-hunting had begun to die down in

Europe, North America was about to witness its bloodiest witch hunt in history. The

Massachusetts of 1692 was a very different one to the state we know today. Populated by

colonists, many of them a generation or less from life in an England bathed in religious turmoil,

Massachusetts was not the safe haven that the fleeing Puritans had hoped it would be.

Persecuted for their faith in Europe, the Puritans had pictured a kind of utopia founded on

biblical principles. They saw the New World as a new beginning, a kind of second chance for

humanity. It would be only 72 years after the arrival of the Mayflower that the events in Salem

would make it blatantly obvious that humanity had already blown it again.This is not the story

of the trials. This is the story of its people. This is not an attempt to explain the events of 1692.

It is an attempt to bring to life the victims who died so unjustly. In this book, we will walk side by

side with the destitute Sarah Good as she realizes that after having lost all she owns, her

reputation, her baby, and even her life will still be taken from her. We stand at the bar with

Rebecca Nurse, a sweet little old lady who is sentenced to hang for what she must have

perceived to be the most heinous of crimes. We witness George Burroughs at the gallows, a

former minister now condemned to die for his supposed alliance with Satan, as he delivers a

speech so stirring that it takes quick thinking from his enemies to prevent the crowd from

rushing forth to cut him down. We feel our own breaths catching as we watch the cruel and

greedy Sheriff George Corwin piling rocks onto the fragile eighty-year-old body of Giles Corey,

who is determined to die without entering a plea so that his sons will still get the inheritance he

promised them.We will walk through this history in the footprints of those who suffered the

hardest in it. The Salem witch hunt and trials killed many and ruined the lives of countless

others. And this is their story.In The Salem Witch Hunt: A Captivating Guide to the Hunt and

Trials of People Accused of Witchcraft in Colonial Massachusetts, you will discover topics such

asWitches in EuropeSalemStrange AfflictionsThe Affliction of Elizabeth HubbardThe

Confession of TitubaFuel on the FireThe Madness IntensifiesThe Reverend in League with the

DevilThe First CasualtyHangingA Bid for MercyThe Reverend HangsCrushedEight Innocent

FirebrandsGlimmers of SenseNot GuiltyThe Last CasualtyLife After the TrialsThe Second

SalemRemembering SalemAnd much, much more!So if you want to learn more about the

Salem Witch Hunt, scroll up and click the "add to cart" button!
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Captivating History: History EbookHi History Lovers!My name is Matt Clayton, and I’m the

creator of Captivating History. First off, I want to THANK YOU for reading our books in the

Captivating History series. As an avid reader of History myself, I aim to produce books that will

hold you captive.Now you have a chance to join our exclusive history list so you can get the

ebook below for free as well as discounts and a potential to get more history books for free!

Simply click the link below to join.P.S. If you join now, you will also receive a free Mythology

book. Remember that it’s 100% free to join the list.Also, make sure to follow us on:Twitter:

@CaptivhistoryFacebook: Captivating History: @captivatinghistoryIntroductionThe name

Salem has become synonymous for witchcraft. Despite the fact that the town, now known as

Danvers, Massachusetts, has been standing for close to 400 years, a little more than 12

months of its history has become the town’s very definition: the Salem witch hunt.Decades

after witch-hunting had begun to die down in Europe, North America was about to witness its

bloodiest witch hunt in history. The Massachusetts of 1692 was a very different one to the state

we know today. Populated by colonists, many of them a generation or less from life in an

England bathed in religious turmoil, Massachusetts was not the safe haven that the fleeing

Puritans had hoped it would be. Persecuted for their faith in Europe, the Puritans had pictured

a kind of utopia founded on biblical principles. They saw the New World as a new beginning, a

kind of second chance for humanity. It would be only 72 years after the arrival of the Mayflower

that the events in Salem would make it blatantly obvious that humanity had already blown it



again.It is still not quite clear why exactly the witch hunt began in the first place or what caused

the symptoms of those who had been said to be afflicted by witchcraft. It may have been a

conspiracy by a group of the villagers, a bid for attention by girls who were repressed by their

families and society, or even the result of poisoning by a fungus that grows on rye bread. The

result, however, was the same: more than twenty people were killed, most of them by hanging,

some dying in the awful conditions of 17th-century Bostonian jails, and one crushed to death in

a horrendous act of torture.Yet this is not the story of the trials. This is the story of its people.

This is not an attempt to explain the events of 1692. It is an attempt to bring to life the victims

who died so unjustly. In this book, we will walk side by side with the destitute Sarah Good as

she realizes that after having lost all she owns, her reputation, her baby, and even her life will

still be taken from her. We stand at the bar with Rebecca Nurse, a sweet little old lady who is

sentenced to hang for what she must have perceived to be the most heinous of crimes. We

witness George Burroughs at the gallows, a former minister now condemned to die for his

supposed alliance with Satan, as he delivers a speech so stirring that it takes quick thinking

from his enemies to prevent the crowd from rushing forth to cut him down. We feel our own

breaths catching as we watch the cruel and greedy Sheriff George Corwin piling rocks onto the

fragile eighty-year-old body of Giles Corey, who is determined to die without entering a plea so

that his sons will still get the inheritance he promised them.We will walk through this history in

the footprints of those who suffered the hardest in it. The Salem witch hunt and trials killed

many and ruined the lives of countless others. And this is their story.Prologue – The Hanging of

Goody GloverThe old lady had shifting eyes that darted from face to face in the noisome

crowd. They were yelling at her, mocking her, flinging slurs at her like fistfuls of mud. In sharp

contrast to Boston’s fall colors that blazed all around her, the old woman seemed colorless,

wrung out, like a ragged piece of clothing that had been through the laundry one time too

many. She muttered constantly as they led her up the hill among the brightly colored trees, and

onlookers whispered among themselves. “It’s the devil’s language,” some said. “It’s gibberish—

she’s mad,” said others. And a tiny portion, those who—like the old woman—had been

uprooted from their native Ireland due to events entirely out of their control, recognized that the

language was neither of hell nor of insanity. It was just Gaelic: the frightened, mumbled Gaelic

of an Irishwoman condemned to die.The gallows were waiting. They cast a thin shadow over

the crowd, a black and angular shape, cold and sharp in the balmy November day. The noose

swung gently in the breeze as the old lady clambered up to the platform.Among the crowd was

a Bostonian merchant by the name of Robert Calef, and he watched with sorrow and horror as

the noose was arranged around the old lady’s neck. He’d known her for some time, and to his

mind, Ann “Goody” Glover was nothing but a fragile old lady—a little crazy, perhaps, and a bit

of an outsider, but there was nothing threatening about her. Still, it was not for him to go

against what the colonial government of Massachusetts had decided.There was a yelp of panic

from the crowd. Robert spun around and spotted a pitiful sight: Goody Glover’s cat meowing in

distress as it was snatched up by the scruff of its neck. The crowd shrieked for its neck to be

wrung, panicking. Was this a demon? Some kind of a familiar? They didn’t want to know—they

just wanted it dead. Robert couldn’t let this happen, too. He pushed the crowd aside, his burly

form shouldering them out of the way, and snatched the cat out of its aggressor’s hands.

Shouting that it was just an innocent animal, Robert cradled the little creature to his chest.

Wisely, the crowd decided against pushing the issue.Goody herself was not so easy to save. In

fact, the resigned look in her eyes made it seem as though she, too, knew she was past saving.

She only had one thing left to say. As they were making the preparations to hang her, she

spoke up in Gaelic. Some of the crowd shied back, panicking, but those among them who



understood her knew what she was saying. It wasn’t a threat. It was a simple, resigned

statement: “My death will not save those children from their malady.” It’s unclear exactly why

she said that, but it mattered little to those present. They dropped the trapdoor anyway.She fell

but only a few inches. The rope yanked tight. Her feet swung and kicked on the end of arthritic

old knees but found no purchase. She choked once, and then she died: the last witch of

Boston.Chapter 1 – Witches in EuropeIllustration I: An 1853 painting by Tompkins Harrison

Matteson entitled Examination of a WitchGoody Glover was hanged on November 16th, 1688,

after charges of witchcraft were laid against her and she was found guilty by the government of

Massachusetts Bay Colony. Born in Ireland, she was forced out of her home country by the

1649 to 1653 invasion of Oliver Cromwell, from whence she was likely shipped to Barbados as

an indentured servant. By the time she died in North America, she hadn’t seen her home

country for 35 years.Goody had tried to make the best of her new life in the New World. She

was married when in Barbados and had a young daughter by the name of Mary, and while

work on the sugar plantation wasn’t easy, at least she had a family and a place to call—more

or less—home. The Glover family was not exactly accepted in their new home, though. As the

wars of religion had been ravaging Europe for decades, many Puritans and Protestants saw

the New World as a way to escape the tyrannical fist of the Roman Catholic Church, and the

Glover family’s Irish Catholicism was greatly unwelcome. Allegedly, it was so unwelcome that

Mr. Glover was executed for his faith.Goody and Mary ended up being sent north to work in

one of the English colonies, setting up in Boston as housekeepers for one John Goodwin.

Impoverished, but at least now considered to be free, Goody and Mary were trying to carve out

an existence for themselves. Perhaps their need was too great for Mary to bear; at any rate, in

1688, John Goodwin’s teenage daughter Martha accused Mary of stealing some clothes when

she and her mother were doing laundry. A fight ensued between Goody and the Goodwin

children, but things seemed to be ironed out fairly quickly, and everyone went back to work or

play.That was until the Goodwin children suddenly fell horribly, terrifyingly ill. They were seized

by terrible spasms that wracked their young bodies, making them scream in pain; night terrors

gripped them, leaving them yelling about the horrible things that they were seeing and hearing.

Some accounts had them trying to fly like geese or barking like dogs at one another. John

Goodwin’s children had all gone suddenly and inexplicably mad. Or perhaps not so

inexplicably, according to their physician. He could find nothing physically wrong with them, he

said. The only explanation for their behavior was witchcraft.And when authorities discovered

Goody Glover muttering in “Satan’s language” and stumbled upon crudely made dolls in her

home, and when religious writer Cotton Mather’s translator said that Goody had told him she

worshiped “spirits,” it seemed that Boston had found its witch. It mattered little that Goody

spoke a broken mixture of English and Gaelic when she was panicked or that, as a Catholic,

she prayed to images of saints—likely the “spirits” that she had told Mather about. The

government’s mind was made up. Goody Glover was a witch, and she would hang.Hang she

did, but her chilling last words did come true: those children didn’t get better until 1689, even

under Mather’s close ministrations. Some said that she had made the prediction because she’d

been working with other witches. Others said that she’d spoken as an innocent woman. Either

way, Goody was dead. And while she marked the last witch to be hanged in Boston itself, she

would not be the last person in Massachusetts to die.The madness was just beginning.* * *

*The Puritans that condemned Goody Glover to die, officially because she was a witch but

more likely simply due to the fact that she was Catholic, would have been horrified to find out

that the very act of executing a witch was a very Catholic invention. In fact, it was a papal bull

issued by Pope Innocent VIII that made the condemnation of witchcraft official in 1484—almost



a decade before Columbus ever set sight on the New World. The bull spurred two of the

Church’s Inquisitors to write The Hammer of Witches, a book detailing how witches were evil

and giving thorough instructions on how to identify and then destroy them. Worst of all, the

book did not require any form of fair, legal evidence to justify the killing or execution of a witch.

It started an age in which superstition was grounds for taking a human life.The publication of

The Hammer of Witches spurred on a witch-hunting mania that quickly spread throughout all of

Europe. At that time, the continent was under a lot of pressure from the Roman Catholic

Church, which was more powerful than most kingdoms or countries. When a papal bull was

issued, it went everywhere, and when two members of the terrifying Inquisition published a

book, it was taken seriously.Witchcraft had been condemned as evil for thousands of years by

this point, starting with the Hebrew scriptures of old. It was only after Pope Innocent’s decree,

however, that the real witch-hunting madness began. While “white magic” had been a tradition

in England for centuries—probably a leftover of the ancient mythologies that had been in place

there before it was conquered in 1066—there was a clear distinction between these small

superstitions and what was considered to be witchcraft. Witchcraft was thought of as “black

magic”: a literal deal with the devil, trading one’s soul in loyalty to him in exchange for all kinds

of supernatural powers.In only a few decades, spates of witch-hunting broke loose throughout

Europe, most notably in the Holy Roman Empire. Witches were blamed for almost everything:

bad weather, infertility, illness, plagues of pests, even the deaths of people or livestock. By the

start of the 16th century, Germany was engaged in a fervent witch hunt that claimed hundreds

of lives. Witchcraft was made a secular crime in countries as technologically advanced as

England and Russia, and witches were burned at the stake in terrifying numbers, executed on

the basis of little more than rumors and coincidences.Even as the balance of power changed

throughout the world, with the rise of Protestantism shaking the foundations of the Christian

faith as Catholicism started to lose some of its power, the hunting of witches continued. In fact,

witch-hunting reached its highpoint early in the 17th century, over 120 years after the

publication of The Hammer of Witches.It was in 1612 that the Pendle witch trials occurred.

Despite the fact that England only saw about 500 people executed for witchcraft during the

entire period of the witch-hunting craze—compared to an estimate of around 40,000 people

killed throughout Europe—the most notorious of all the witch trials took place in Lancashire.

And while they involved fewer people than their American cousins would eighty years later, the

Pendle witch trials set the precedents that made the Salem trials so deadly.* * * *Jennet Device

should never have testified. In fact, her name should have never even been written down; she

should have been utterly lost in the fog of history, a little life blowing by as temporary as a

dandelion seed in the wind. She was just a beggar, an illegitimate girl living in the harsh reality

of early 17th-century England—an era ruled over by the zealous King James I. She was

nobody. Worst of all, she was a nobody from Lancashire, a particularly troublesome part of the

kingdom. The residents of Lancashire were devoted Catholics, despite the Crown’s loyalty to

the Anglican Church, and they had been a thorn in James’ side ever since he ascended to the

throne of England in 1603.Roger Nowell, the new Justice of the Peace stationed in Lancaster

Castle, was determined to change that. He would whip those Catholics right into form, earning

a sizable feather in his cap from King James while he was about it. And it was Alizon Device, a

beggar from the village of Pendle, who would provide him with the perfect opportunity.Alizon

was begging her way along the road past Trawden Forest when she came across a peddler by

the name of John Law. Seeing the dodgy-looking beggar woman coming at him, Law did his

best to avoid her, but she was persistent. She came up to him—a foul, unwashed creature,

even by the unhygienic standards of the era—and demanded of him to give her some pins



(pins were frequently used for magical purposes, such as for treating warts or for love magic).

Repulsed, Law strongly refused, and Alizon responded by cursing him in a way that made all

his hair stand on end. He escaped unscathed, or at least, so he thought. Shortly thereafter,

Law was struck down by a debilitating stroke. The only logical explanation he could think of

was that Alizon Device was a witch, and she had cursed him.In the following few days, Justice

Nowell would be delighted to discover what he believed to be an entire nest full of witches.

When Alizon was questioned, not only did she confess to having cursed John Law, but she

dragged the entire Chattox family into it as well. The Chattoxes had been enemies of Alizon’s

family for years, and since Alizon believed in her own powers and was certain she would be

prosecuted for witchcraft, it only made sense to take her enemies down with her.The Chattox

family refused to confess, and that might have been the end of it if it hadn’t been for nine-year-

old Jennet Device. The sister of Alizon and the daughter of Elizabeth Device, who was also

implicated as a witch, Jennet could not have had much of a childhood living with a beggar

woman who was either fanatically convinced of her abilities to curse people—and willing to use

those abilities for the smallest of transgressions—or was simply mentally ill. Whether Jennet

was trying to get away from her crazy family or whether she was simply telling what a

frightened child believed to be the truth is unclear. Either way, Jennet testified against her

mother, brother, older sister, and grandmother, saying that they had held a gathering for

witches and performed all kinds of dark magic. Ordinarily, anyone younger than fourteen would

not have been accepted as a credible witness, but King James had ordered justices to discard

all usual rules of evidence when it came to prosecuting witches. Jennet’s testimony was all the

condemnation that was necessary, even though she was just a scared little girl.Gleefully,

Justice Nowell arrested twelve people for witchcraft, including the Chattoxes and Jennet’s

entire family. Jennet’s grandmother, Old Demdike, did not make it to the trial. She died in the

festering dungeon of Lancaster Castle. Of the other eleven, only one —Alice Grey—was found

not guilty. The remaining ten people, including Jennet’s entire family, were found guilty and

were condemned to death by hanging.The Pendle witch trials have since been seen as a

tragedy, with various statues and events celebrating their 400th anniversary in 2012. Eighty

years after the Pendle trials took place, however, they would be horribly eclipsed by something

far worse.* * * *Jennet Device was not safe from future witch hunts, however. Thirty years after

her family was hanged based on her testimony, she found herself confronting her own accuser

in court. This time, it was a boy: Edmund Robinson, only ten years old. He claimed that Jennet

and sixteen of her acquaintances had performed witchcraft.If James had still been on the

throne, Jennet would likely have suffered the same fate as her family. But things had changed

throughout England and Europe since the zealous king had died in 1625. Evidence had to be

concrete, for one thing; no one could be hanged based simply on the testimony of a scared

little kid. Jennet’s trial dragged on for some time before Edmund finally admitted that he’d made

the whole thing up. She was acquitted but probably lived out her life in captivity, unable to pay

back the lodging that she owed the government after being in prison for some time.Similar

events were taking place across Europe. Instead of simply executing witches willy-nilly all over

the continent, judges were starting to come down harder on accusers, demanding more solid

evidence. By 1682, the King of France, Louis XIV, had banned witch trials in his country. That

same year, England hanged its last two witches; by 1717, witch trials had formally ended in

England, too. Austria, Hungary, and most of the other European countries would soon

follow.The madness that had gripped Europe for more than 200 years was finally coming to an

end, but for colonial America, it had only just begun.Chapter 2 – SalemAt the same time as

people from all corners of Christianity were persecuting witches with considerable zeal,



Christianity itself was profoundly divided.
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Suzanne Turenne Reed, “Remember the innocent victims. I found this book to be very

compelling. So many innocent people, from unborn babies to the aged, men and women, poor

or rich, slave or free, were put to death on the whim of teenage girls. The author of the book

must have researched many documents, wills, court reports, etc. because there was so much

detail about the victims. I did not know much about the trials in Sale and this book filled so

many gaps. I highly recommend it for anyone interested in the early history of America.”

Tom, “Witches. Extremely interesting saga of the trials of people held to be witches in Salem in

the late 1600's. Factual account. Horrendous as it develops. My only complaint - not long

enough.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “History retold. I liked the way the book was done, people forget how we

used to be, and still are;. We all need to be reminded of how things can truly go wrong trying to

do the right thing. Good job . Good book, went a little fast for me but I like stuff like this.”

D C, “Absolutely recommend!. When I told my husband I was reading up on the Salem Witch

trials he said “prepare to have your mind blown” and that is absolutely what this book did! This

short, sweet read walked you through the facts of the trials and the lives of some of the

accusers and victims in an easy way. I couldn’t put it down once I started.”

Billie Stack, “Interesting, informative. The book is extremely interesting as I am a Wiccan. I

would recommend this book to anyone who wants to learn what happened to us back in
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history.”

Roland Gauvin, “Interesting take on the Salem Witch Trials. This is a book that I would

recommend to any study of early American History or psychology.Unfortunately the story is

real ! He mass hysteria destroyed many lives especially of people who didn't fit the" norm ".”

Diane, “Factual and heartbreaking. A great short read that explains and gives insight into the

the fear, superstition and plain evil of some residents who lived and died in Salam”

Nick P. Balzaretti, “Preciso. Continuo a complimentarmi con i creatori della linea Captivating

History, perchè anche questa volta hanno fatto centro.Il libro ripercorre interamente la storia

dei processi alle streghe di Salem, aggiungendo alcuni dettagli conosciuti solo dai più esperti,

pur mantenendosi di semplice comprensione e lettura.”

The book by Captivating History has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 329 people have provided

feedback.
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